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SUMMARY

IGN KRISH PURNAWARMAN. Web Based Decision Support System Integrated with a Time and Expense Transaction system Of a Consulting Firm. Supervised by Dr. Ir. KUANG BORO SEMINAR, MSc and Dr. Ir. ABDURRAUF RAMBE, MSt.

Each day companies are turning to Information Technology for the answers to questions concerning competitive advantage and performance measurements. It is due to this reason that consulting companies in specific utilizes a decision support system to integrate directly to a transactional processing system of the respective company into its database to gain direct insights into the lowest level of the organization. With the advent of the Internet, consulting companies are even more aggressive in applying the above means through a thin client web solution. It is considered a cost effective solution and are centralized in nature of its processing but distributed in its view and ease of use. Through this means, not only enabling the ease for a consultant to report his/her activity, it enables managers to make decision and pinpoint problems from anywhere he is accessing from, which is connected to the Internet. Furthermore, it also gives clients the ability to view necessary details without the hassle of generating them from scratch.

The integrated web application is constructed by using the active server page technology releasing workstations from the difference in technological accessing power capabilities. Via the hypertext transfer protocol (HTML), an active server page is requested from the server, processed in the Server and sent back as a full HTML in each workstation using the application. The web server utilized is personal web server (PWS), which is a down scale of the famous Internet Information server (IIS). Workstation with various types of platforms can use the application and hence access the information.

The concept being applied in relations to the decision support system performance measurements is via the measurements of a criterion or multiple criteria such as weighing and trend analysis.
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